
Chapter 3 Notes

Listening



Listening

• Is there a difference between 
hearing and listening?

– Listening is 50% of the communication 
process.  

– Active listening involves more than just 
hearing the sound.  

• Active listeners interpret sound in a
meaningful way. 

• Thinking must happen to an active listener.



Listening
• Reasons for learning to listen actively

– To avoid misunderstandings 
• Ex. Homework assignments 

• You are more productive and confident.

– To learn more about the world
• Help you acquire a larger vocabulary and much more 

detail.  T.V., Radio, conversation 

– To get along better with others
• It is hard to talk to people who do not listen.  

• Honestly interested people are likable. 

– To be more successful in school and on the job
• Grades usually improve and regardless of what your 

career is, you will perform much better when you 
actively listen. 



LISTENING EXERCISES
CHAPTER 3

Part 1 with partner

A. Student

• Take two minutes to discuss with a 
partner your ideas about a current 
issue. It could be school, parents, 
teachers, abortion, capital 
punishment, or some other idea that 
is personally important.



LISTENING EXERCISES
CHAPTER 3

Part 1 with partner

B. Student

• A student will talk to you about something 
they feel very strongly about, you should 
however, think about what you’re going to 
do when you get home: homework, girl or 
boy friend, family, just down right 
daydream!  Don’t be rude, respond politely 
every so often to the speaker, but keep 
your mind on your personal concerns.



LISTENING EXERCISES
CHAPTER 3

Part 1 with partner

Debrief:

• How did A. student feel when you 
were talking and being listened to by 
your partner?

• How did B. student feel as you 
thought about your problems instead 
of listening to the speaker?



LISTENING EXERCISES
CHAPTER 3

Part 2 w/group (3 people)
A. Student
• In your group share one school related 

problem you hope to solve.  Be as sincere 
and open with your feelings as you can.  
But as you talk, try to keep the 
discussion focused on your problem.  
Every time someone reveals an idea or 
experience, try to turn it around to relate 
to your situation.  Don’t get sidetracked 
by anyone’s comments.  Your task is to 
tell the others about your situation.



LISTENING EXERCISES
CHAPTER 3

Part 2 w/group (3 people)

B. Student

• In your group share one school 
related problem you hope to solve.  
Be as sincere and open with your 
feelings as you can.



LISTENING EXERCISES
CHAPTER 3

Part 2 w/group (3 people)

Debrief:

• How did you feel during the 
conversation B. student?

• How did you feel during the 
conversation A. student?



Listening
• Recognizing barriers to listening

– Distractions are sometimes environmental or from the 
speaker.  

• Ex.  Doors opening or a speaker’s smooth gestures.

– Daydreaming is an internal distraction your mind wanders.
• Tell yourself when you are daydreaming and get back in!

– Close-mindedness when people disagree they often defend 
their own position and forget to listen to the facts and 
ideas that are different from their own.  

• Open-minded people do more listening than speaking.

– Overemphasizing the Source or judging the speaker 
before he/she gives the speech.  

• Try to realize your feelings about the speaker before the 
speech.

– Listening To Only What's Easy To Understand
• Do not turn off when you hear difficult information.



CTA Notes
Listening Behavior

• Listening is 50% of the 
communication process.

– Who taught you how to listen
• Your parents

– From 2-10 Years old excited about talking

– Begin to ignore child 

– Mind starts to wander, bad habits 
develop

– Peak of acuity
• We hear our best by age 18



Listening Behavior

• Listening is nonverbal and verbal.

– Paralanguage 

• Nonverbal symbols 

– Pitch, volume, rate

– Decoding



Listening Behavior

• We forget 50% of what we hear 
after we hear it.

– Message tree

– Listening Barriers (Handout)

– Good and Bad listening habits

– Intelligence has nothing to do with 
listening

– P.H.D.’s do not generally listen well

– Auding 
• Talking is going on but a person only hears 

noise



Listening Behavior

• Variables that affect the 
communication process

– Emotions
• Emotional deafness

– Hard to hear when you are in pain angry, or sad

– Culture
• Asian culture respect for elders
• Some cultures do not have direct eye contact

– Age 
• Generation gaps

– Gender
• Women are more direct than men
• Humor differences
• Conversations change when you mix genders



Listening Behavior

• Mind-Memory
– Brain Waves

• Alpha state when fully awake 
• Beta state when relaxed or calm 
• Theta state when asleep 

– Microsleep occurs when we fall into theta  for a 
few seconds 

• Day dreaming begins at the Micro Sleep point

– A normal attention span is 3 to 5 minutes per 
year of a child's age 

• Isometric trick

• Short term memory is the gateway to 
long term memory

– Lasts 20 seconds 
• When you go to a stop light then drive on be cant 

remember ever stopping



Listening Behavior
• Medium-term memory

– Lets you remember what you had for breakfast yesterday that 
didn't agree with you today. 

• Working memory (the first to go)
– Lets you keep a lot of data in mind while you sort through it to 

save what is important to you. 
• Primitive memory systems are similar to those of a reptile. 

– They tell your human heart to pump blood to your cheeks when 
you are embarrassed

• Motor memory
– Lets you steer a bike or soap up in the shower while you are 

thinking of something else. 
• Explicit memory

– Clicks in when you rehearse something a lot until it comes 
naturally, because your system thinks it must be important to 
your survival. Teacher time. 

• Implicit memory
– Is remembering something without being aware that you are 

remembering it. It is an automatic or an unconscious form of 
memory . 

• Example: "If an acquaintance betrays me I can't remember her phone 
number any more."



Listening Behavior

• Kinds of memory
– First Events

• First day of school, riding bike for the first 
time first kiss

– Most recent events
• Last 48 hours

• When you go over 48 hours it is harder to 
remember what happened

• With family we usually talk about most recent 
events

– Related Events
• The day one thing happened another event 

also happened.



Listening Behavior

• Kinds of memory Continued
– Outstanding Events

• Personal shock events
• 9-11
• Family death

– Framing helps us recall information
• Try to remember bits of info then the rest 

will fall in

– Inferences
• We make leaps of faith on things we guess or 

know

• When we hear Dr. we automatically 
think Dr.=Male



Listening Notes
• How to become an active listener

– Prepare to listen
• Get there early, rest yourself

– Apply the message to yourself 
• 3 Questions: 

– Do I believe what this speaker is saying?  

– How can I put this information to use?  

– Do I feel differently about this subject than the 
speaker does?

– Provide feedback 
• Verbal, Nonverbal

– A.L. Exercise Repeating the Message
• “So what I hear you saying is ….”



Listening
• Understanding the message

– Pick out the central idea 
• Do not confuse yourself with stories, humor 

or smaller ideas.  

– Expand your vocabulary 
• If your listening vocabulary is limited, so is 

your ability to learn new things.

– Remember what you hear
• Have a strong reason to remember it.
• Process of association

– Connect new information with information you 
already know.



Listening
• Understanding the message continued

– Listen for faulty reasoning
• False methods of reasoning are called logical fallacies

• NAME CALLING
– Labels something or someone without evidence 

• CARD STACKING 
– Only tells the audience the facts which support them

• BANDWAGON TECHNIQUE
– This term asks people to become part of the supposedly 

overwhelming group in favor of some person, product, or idea.

• GLITTERING GENERALITY
– So vague that the exact meaning is unclear. 



Listening
• Understanding the message continued

• TESTIMONIAL 
– The opinion of a well-known person on a particular 

issue, however, the speaker may not be an expert.

• BEGGING THE QUESTION 
– An idea is true without providing proof.

• NON SEQUITUR 
– Latin for ,“it does not follow.”  Evidence used does not 

prove speakers points. 

• HASTY GENERALIZATION 
– Speaker does not have adequate evidence to support 

the broad conclusion.


